
Foam-Free Wall Assembly  
Guidelines by Climate Zone

(Wood Framed Construction)



Spanning eight climate zones, from very hot and humid to subarctic, and desert to rainforest, the US presents widely varied 
demands on our building enclosures. Anecdotally, there is much written on assemblies in cold climates but not so about hot 
climates. And most of the literature today assumes foam will be the primary strategy for achieving high performance.

But if you are no longer convinced that foam is the optimal strategy for making sustainable building or a sustainable  
environment, what then? There is relatively little written in a comprehensive manner about high-performance assemblies  
that are foam free in the US. This guide is our small attempt to help fill this general void of information – starting with  
wood framed wall construction.

Wherever your project might be, it would be nice to at least start with a set of suggested foam-free assemblies that you  
can then customize to your particular project needs. This is what these four steps attempt to do.

Foam-Free Wall Assembly  
Guidelines by Climate Zone

1.  Find your project location and climate zone on the US  
Climate Zone Map. 
(NOTE: Climate Zones are on the move due to global warming – and it may be appropriate to consider.)

2.  Find the group of assemblies suggested for your  
climate zone. 
Foam-Free Wall Enclosure Assembly Chart1

Climate Zones Assembly 
Number

Assembly Notes:

Wall Assembly
(wood framed construction)

Exterior  
Finish

Interior  
Finish

Exterior Air/Vapor       
Control Layer

Interior Air/Vapor 
Control Layer

Thermal  
Insulation

1A & 2A 
(Very Hot Humid,  
Hot Humid)

2B & 3B                                            
(Hot Dry, Warm Dry)                                              

3A                                                                               
(Warm Humid)

3C  & 4C                                                  
(Warm Marine, 
Mixed Marine)

4A, 4B                                                                                           
(Mixed Humid, 
Mixed Dry)                                                                          

1A.1/2A.1

2B.1/3B.1

2B.2/3B.2

2B.3/3B.3

3A.1

3C.1/4C.1

3C.2/4C.2

4AB.1

4AB.2

4AB.3

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

SOLITEX Mento  
1000 on vapor,  
open sheathing,
PLYWD or OSB4

DA on PLYWD 
or OSB4

SOLITEX Mento 
1000 on fiberous  
insulation board4

DA on PLYWD 
or OSB or vapor 
open sheathing4

SOLITEX Mento
1000 on PLWD  
or OSB4

SOLITEX Mento 
1000 on PLYWD  
or OSB or vapor 
open sheathing  
or fiberous  
insulation board4

SOLITEX Mento 
Plus

SOLITEX Mento 
Plus

DA

SOLITEX Mento 
Plus

dense pack or 
batt fiberous  
insulation5

batt or dense  
pack fiberous  
insulation

INTELLO Plus

INTELLO Plus

INTELLO Plus 
or DB+

INTELLO Plus 
or DB+

INTELLO Plus 
or DB+

PLYWD   
or OSB

INTELLO Plus 
or DB+ or  
PLYWD

INTELLO Plus2

PLYWD or OSB

PLYWD or OSB

dense pack or 
batt fiberous  
insulation5

dense pack  
fiberous  
insulation

dense pack 
or batt  
fiberous  
insulation5

dense pack 
or batt  
fiberous  
insulation5

batt  fiberous 
insulation

dense pack 
or batt  
fiberous  
insulation5

dense pack 
fiberous 
insulation

dense pack 
fiberous 
insulation

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

Vapor open exterior sheathing such 
as exterior gyp board or homasote.

Vapor retarding at exterior. Vapor 
open toward interior with batt  
insulation.

The colder/dryer the climate/ 
micro-climate, the more important  
it is to use vapor open exterior  
sheathing. And the warmer/more 
humid, the more beneficial a somewhat 
retarding exterior sheathing is.

Double stud, I-Joist or Larsen Truss.   
No outboard sheathing. Structure at 
service cavity.

Sheathing at interior. Structure  
at service cavity

Similar to above but without  
insulation board at exterior.

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

1)  Note that the appropriateness of all recommended assemblies must be considered in careful reference to local climactic conditions and in relation to the details  
and characteristics of all materials and the construction of the specific assembly. The above recommendations are meant as only a starting point of such a  
careful design approach. Testing the airtightness of assemblies is critical to achieve safe assemblies.

2) In climate zone 1A interior air barrier can be vapor open. 
3) In assemblies where the promotion of exterior drying is desired, vapor open sheathing is generally preferable to OSB and plywood.
4) If using batt insulation sheathing is optional.
5) Generally dense-pack is preferred to batt insulation.

5, 6 & 7, 8                                          
(Cool, Cold, Very 
Cold, Subarctic)

5.1/6.1/7.1/ 
8.1

5.2/6.2/7.2/ 
8.2

5.3/6.3/7.3/ 
8.3

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

back-vented 
rainscreen

SOLITEX Mento 
Plus

SOLITEX Mento 
1000 on vapor 
open sheathing                                  
or fiberous  
insulation board4

SOLITEX Mento 
1000

INTELLO Plus 
or DB+ or
PLYWD or OSB

PLYWD 
or OSB

PLYWD  
or OSB

dense pack 
or batt  
fiberous  
insulation5

batt fiberous 
insulation

dense pack 
fiberous 
insulation

The colder the climate the more  
important it is to use vapor open  
exterior sheathing.

Double stud, I-Joist or Larsen Truss.   
No outboard sheathing. Structure at 
service cavity.

Double stud, I-Joist or Larsen Truss.   
No outboard sheathing. Structure at 
service cavity.

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

service  
cavity/GWB

Climate Zone Map

2 3
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3. Find descriptions of the basic control layers.
Control Layer Legend

4. Email us and/or phone us with questions.
131 Union Street   |   Brooklyn   |   NY 11231   |   800-995-6329
www.foursevenfive.com

Air and Vapor Control Layers

Thermal Control Layers

DA  
Perm 1.43, exterior 
grade vapor retarding, 
waterproof and airtight  
membrane. For use  
over rigid insulation,  
batt insulation,  
and sheathing.

DB+
Vapor variable  
(perm 0.8 to 5.5),  
interior use only, 
paper based,  
airtight membrane.

PLYWD
Vapor variable 
(perm 0.5 to 3.5  
approx.), rigid, 
airtight layer.

OSB 
Vapor variable  
(perm 0.5 to 2.0  
approx.), rigid,  
airtight layer.

SOLITEX  
Mento 1000
Perm 38, exterior 
grade vapor-open, 
waterproof and air-
tight membrane.  
For use over rigid  
and batt insulations, 
and sheathing. 

SOLITEX Mento 
Plus
Perm 38, exterior 
grade vapor open, 
waterproof and airtight 
membrane. For use 
over dense pack  
insulations.

INTELLO Plus 
Vapor variable  
(perm 0.17 to 13.2), 
interior use only, air 
tight membrane.

Fiberous  
insulation 
board 
Mineral wool, 
wood fiber  
rigid boards

Batt insulation 
Cellulose, sheeps 
wool, mineral wool, 
fiberglass, cotton

Dense pack  
insulation 
Cellulose, figerglass.

4

Vapor open  
sheathing 
Homasote, exterior  
grade gypsum  
board.

Note: 

•  Yes, these are by definition, oversimplifications. It is up to the project professionals to develop the complete  
details and specifications appropriate to the specific project, to ensure a robust assembly.

•  Micro-climates, orientation and shading need to be considered. Climate zones are generalizations and  
therefore these charts and notes are solely meant as conceptual starting points for project specific details.

Happy Foam Free Building!


